Minutes from RCC Meeting at ICC 2001 in Helsinki

1. The Radio Communications Committee (RCC) meeting was called to order by the RCC Chair, Mehmet Ulema. He invited the members to introduce themselves.

2. The minutes of the RCC meeting at GC '00 in San Francisco were NOT reviewed due to unavailability of the text.

3. The Technical Affairs Council (TAC) is being held at the same time therefore no TAC report is presented.

4. Liaison activity reports: No reports were available.

5. Conference TPC Reports:
   ICC 2001: Marco Chiani was the representative of RCC. Unfortunately he was not available at the meeting. Chair provided his observation that Marco did an excellent job. RCC was very active in ICC 2001; organized and chaired several sessions. As reported before, RCC received the highest number of submissions (118 papers) with respect to other committees.

   GC 2001: Anthony Soong (anthony.soong@ericsson.com) volunteered to be the RCC rep in GC2001. Anthony was not available.

   ICC 2002: Marty Meyers is the RCC Liaison Rep. Marty was not available.

   GC2002: Marco is the RCC rep but was not available to give his report.

6. There was no old business.

7. There was no new business.

8. The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 PM.
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